A critical scaling of the real and imaginary parts of the low-frequency ac conductance of insulating phosphorus-doped silicon near the metal-insulator transition has been observed. The 
The evidence of a significant role played by electron-interaction effects in disordered metals' ' suggests an even greater role in the insulating phase" where metallic screening is absent. Historically, a number of experiments in the localized regime have been explained on the basis of the noninteracting Anderson model, in which the insulator is viewed as a Fermi glass. "
The most widely applied consequences of this model have been the Mott T" '" variable-range hopping law' and the Austin-Mott" Using uniaxial stress" to tune n, within 0.1% of the sample density (n -3. 6X10" cm '), we monitor the ac response as a function of temperature (T), frequency (~), and stress (S). Our measurements span the range 10' Hz&~/2&&10'Hz and 10 mK& T & 100 mK, and are in the limit +«k B T «R, ff with four decades separating each inequality (R,fq, the P ionization energy, is 45.5 meV =530 K=1.1&&10"Hz). We find a sublinear dependence of the real part on~(o~K~', s &1) and a corresponding infrared divergence of the dielectric constant, implying glasslike behavior. In add¹ tion, the prefactor K tends to diverge as n -n, with the same exponent as the zero-frequency optical" dielectric constant, ' indicating that this In the same region, we find a variation of conductance with~(open circles, Fig. 2 
